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PS2 gamers will probably remember that Dynasty Warriors featured a gaia mode from back in the
PS2's early days. It allowed you to play as any one of the game's characters and give them different

stats, equip different weapons, etc. Anybody who preordered the PS2 got it for free - and nobody
ever saw it again. Ive never even seen a gaia mode in a western game. But Dynasty Warriors pulled
one off way back then that resonates even with the newer generation of gamers. It involved using

Dynasty Warriors to control a single unit in a battle against a computer opponent. You could choose
any of the game's characters (this was pre-Merchants of Doom), and you could give them whatever
stats you wanted. It was a legitimate shame that this feature was never released in the west. But

theres a lot of stories you could mine if you got hold of the Dynasty Warriors gaia code. How about
the "Raven is your brother in this world and we must honor him" story arc? Or how about the one

where youre a teenager and you accidentally ride a horse into a battle? Theres just SO much to do
in Dynasty Warriors. It'll take you weeks and weeks to get through all the single-player missions and
you can ride around in a boat, talk to everyone, and start the next battle over again. But theres also

all sorts of other stuff to do. There are more than three hundred different weapons to unlock, and
you can buy new weapon combinations and new strategies as you play through the game. You can
also buy lots of new hero units as you play through the game, and when you finish all the single-

player missions you get a bonus mission where you run around with those heroes on stage.
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in a plot twist of its own, the game centers around the assassination of the emperor, a drastic
departure from the typical beginning of each game. rather than featuring the usual period setting,
the events of the game take place in modern day, and the first half of the game takes place in a
fake tv show. from there, the story rapidly evolves into something much more akin to a typical

dynasty warriors game, with the player controlling a character during the three kingdoms period.
the story mode features a total of eight different stories, which last between twenty and thirty

hours. while the combat is where dynasty warriors 7 shines the most, the game has other great
elements. there are more weapons, more characters, more levels, and more cities than warriors 6.
the game features a very large and detailed world map that showcases many of the history events

that occured in the three kingdoms era, like the conquest of shu by wei and wu. there are also
sidequests, a multiplayer mode, and a very satisfying hard mode (which we recommend you try out

for yourself to find out what its like). the only real downside to the game is that the multiplayer
mode isnt as well-rounded as it could have been, as youll either have to play on the same console

as your friend, or use the same wi-fi connection to be able to play with him or her. the wifi mode isnt
quite as good as it was in dynasty warriors 6, and it doesnt feature voice chat. the best part of

dynasty warriors 7 is that it introduces a lot of gameplay mechanics that have been missing from
the series for a while. characters can now dodge, block, and parry attack with their weapons, which
is a great change. there is a tactical combat system, and characters have a special force attack that

they can use to pull off cool moves. 5ec8ef588b
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